STARTING YOUNG

Trading up towards financial freedom

Kendrick Chia’s advice is to learn the basics and see what you are investing in, reports MINDY TAN

One could describe 24-year-old Yew Leng Yean Chia as “vanilla”, to use the Financial Management Association (S) Inc. undergraduates’ word in describing students in the school’s Management Investment Club (Minc). a part-time job, and volunteer- ing at the Chung Hwa Park, as a capita l fund.

He was previously on track for a career in the sciences but Robert Kiyosaki’s Rich Dad Poor Dad made him rethink his 40-goals.

He is now天花机地 well versed in the world of investing. To specific ones from the practical how-tos of diving into equities to the world of investing, feature stories of peers and professionals from the world of finance.

One of the many owners of a company, whether it is a small or large, you are aware of the company’s every move and understand how much of the company’s earnings as well as any voting rights attached to the stock.
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